The motion response properties of neurons increase in complexity as one moves from primary visual cortex (V1), up to higher cortical areas such as the middle temporal (MT) and the medial superior temporal area (MST). Many of the features of V1 neurons can now be replicated using computational models based on spatiotemporal filters. However until recently, relatively little was known about how the motion analysing properties of MT neurons could originate from the V1 neurons that provide their inputs. This has constrained the development of models of the MT-MST stages which have been linked to higher level motion processing tasks such as self-motion perception and depth estimation.
Introduction
The movement of objects relative to our eyes results in moving patterns of light on our retinae. Of course, nothing physically moves across the retina, but instead, the photoreceptors are exposed to varying levels of light. The task of the brain is to recover information about the moving objects in the world from these changing light patterns. We are very good at extracting information about the world from image motion but how it happens is still largely unknown despite many years of effort (Clifford & Ibbotson, 2002; Hildreth, 1990; Nakayama, 1985; Smith & Snowden, 1994) . The successful detection of motion underlies many behaviours but in particular, an understanding of how image motion is extracted by the visual system, is key to discovering how the brain perceives 'higher level' concepts such as self-motion or three-dimensional scene layout.
Over the years, some quite elaborate and detailed models of perceptual processing have been proposed but they are often constrained by a lack of a realistic input stage. For example, a number of theoretical mechanisms have been proposed regarding the perception of structure from motion (e.g., Caudek & Rubin, 2001; Clocksin, 1980; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1975) . However these treatments assume the existence of 'optic flow' in the form of image velocity estimates and tend to ignore the problems associated with obtaining those estimates (Perrone, 2001 ).
In the field of self-motion perception, the reliance on optic flow field inputs has also been a common feature of the majority of models (Heeger & Jepson, 1992; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1975; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Nakayama & Loomis, 1974; Rieger & Lawton, 1985; Royden, 2002) . Neurons in the medial superior temporal area (MST) are considered to be the main processors of self-motion information in primates (Duffy & Wurtz, 1991; Komatsu & Wurtz, 1988; Perrone & Stone, 1998; Saito et al., 1986; Tanaka et al., 1986; Ungerleider & Desimone, 1986) . The MST neurons receive their main excitatory inputs from cells in MT (medial temporal or V5, Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983a; Zeki, 1980) . The neurons in MT are specialized for motion detection and are capable of coding the direction and speed of the image motion (Albright, 1984; Felleman & Kaas, 1984; Lagae, Raiguel, & Orban, 1993; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983b; Perrone & Thiele, 2001; Rodman & Albright, 1987) . A number of models of self-motion estimation and depth estimation have been developed which attempt to mimic this MT-MST hierarchy (e.g., Beintema & van den Berg, 1998; Hatsopoulos & Warren, 1991; Lappe & Rauschecker, 1993; Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994; Royden, 2002) . However these models all assume that the output of the MT neuron stage has already been computed. The current crop of self-motion estimation models do not include 2-D motion sensors that mirror the properties of the neurons in area MT. They lack a realistic front-end stage that enables them to be tested with two-dimensional image sequences similar to those typically experienced as we move through the environment.
The visual motion signals from MT neurons have also been linked to smooth pursuit eye movements (Lisberger & Movshon, 1999) . The ability to model this visual-motor transformation has also been constrained by the lack of a realistic MT-like front-end. An input stage that is able to process two-dimensional motion sequences identical to those used to elicit smooth pursuit (Rashbass, 1961) would greatly aid the development of models linking the MT and smooth pursuit systems (Perrone & Krauzlis, 2002) . There are many other examples of perceptual phenomenon for which theoretical models have been developed but which are currently forced to omit or greatly simplify the MT input stage (e.g., Beutter & Stone, 2000; Buracas & Albright, 1996; Gautama & Van Hulle, 2001 ).
Schemes for measuring image motion
It is not surprising that the input stage to these higher level tasks has been ignored by modellers; the measurement of two-dimensional retinal image motion is a difficult problem. Consider the 'simple' case of the image of an edge moving across the retina. How can the velocity of that edge be measured? Many different approaches have been suggested, especially in the computer vision field (Barron, Fleet, & Beauchemin, 1994) where motion estimation has direct practical applications (e.g., robotics). In the neurosciences, there have also been quite a number of different proposals for models of primate motion processing. For example, a variety of techniques have been developed that use spatiotemporal filters to register the image motion (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Harris, 1986; Marr & Ullman, 1981; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . In a space-time plot, a moving edge traces out an oblique path (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) . Therefore a directional motion sensor (one that responds selectively to one direction of motion only) needs to be 'oriented' in this space-time coordinate system and this is a common feature of spatiotemporally tuned directional motion filters (see Bruce, Green, & Georgeson, 1996) . However these space-time plots do not reveal all of the interesting properties of directional motion sensors and it is also beneficial to examine them in the context of the spatiotemporal frequency domain (Watson & Ahumada, 1983) .
In a plot of spatial frequency ðuÞ versus temporal frequency ðxÞ, a moving edge has a Fourier spectrum that is oriented relative to the two axes (Watson & Ahumada, 1983) . The slope of the spectrum is directly proportional to the speed of the edge (see Fig. 1 ). An edge moving in one direction (e.g., left to right) has a spectrum that occupies two diagonal quadrants in ðu; xÞ space, whereas if the edge moves in the opposite direction, the spectrum falls in the opposite pair of quadrants. In order for a motion sensor to be directional, the spatiotemporal frequency spectrum of the filter must only occupy two diagonally opposite quadrants. Most basic directional motion sensors begin with two nondirectional filters (occupying all four quadrants) and then through some combination rule (e.g., addition), two of the filter components in opposite quadrants are eliminated (usually because a 90°phase difference between the two filters leads to cancellation).
A large number of motion estimation schemes fit under this general scheme including early biologically based motion sensors (Barlow & Levick, 1965; Marr & Ullman, 1981; Reichardt, 1961) and spatiotemporal 'energy' models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; van Santern & Sperling, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . By starting with filters that are separable (and biologically realistic), these motion models cleverly construct inseparable filters oriented in space-time and which occupy just two opposite quadrants in frequency space. Nevertheless, the achievement of directional selectivity is only a first step in developing an effective motion sensor. Not only must the sensor discriminate between different quadrants of frequency space, but it should also be able to distinguish different edge spectrum slopes within a quadrant. The different motion models that have been proposed over the years can be classified according to how they register the orientation of the edge spectral line and the output generated by their basic 'sensor'.
Velocity estimators
Some researchers consider the ultimate aim of motion sensor design to be the ability to provide a metrical read out of the image velocity, i.e., how fast the image feature is moving (e.g., in deg/s) and what direction. This has been partly driven by motion theories built on the 'vector flow field' idea (see Perrone, 2001 ). According to these theories, many scene properties can be extracted from (accurate) estimates of instantaneous image velocity gathered over the visual field (e.g., Koenderink & van Doorn, 1975; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980) . These schemes require 2-D motion sensors that can provide direct estimates of the image velocity.
Since a moving edge has a spectrum with a particular slope in ðu; xÞ frequency space, the measurement of image speed is tantamount to detecting the slope of the edge spectrum. It is apparent from Fig. 1a that a single spatiotemporally tuned filter cannot provide an estimate of the slope of the edge spectral line. Therefore, speed estimation must rely on the outputs from a number of spatiotemporal filters. Many popular speed detecting systems are based around a mechanism that looks at the ratio of the output of just two spatiotemporal filters; one directionally tuned (as in Fig. 1a ) and another nondirectional filter tuned to 'static' (0 Hz) energy (see dashed lines in Fig. 1a) .
Models based on this ratio scheme include a number of biologically based motion models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Harris, 1986; Johnston, McOwan, & Buxton, 1992; Thompson, 1982) . The problem with all of these models is that they predict that there should be neurons at some stage of the visual motion pathway that produce an output proportional to the speed of image motion across their receptive fields. Such neurons have yet to be found. Although there is psychophysical evidence for some type of 'fast-slow' ratio computation in human motion processing (Smith & Edgar, 1994; Thompson, 1981) , physiological evidence from a wide range of species indicates that a metrical readout of image speed is not a fundamental property of motion sensors in biological systems. For example, the motion sensitive neurons in primate area MT (a key motion processing area) are direction and speed tuned (Albright, 1984; Felleman & Kaas, 1984; Lagae et al., 1993; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983b; Perrone & Thiele, 2001; Rodman & Albright, 1987; Zeki, 1980) . They do not produce an output linearly related to the speed or direction of the image motion occurring in their receptive fields. The above 'ratio' models therefore cannot be applied to MT neuron processing and sensors based on the ratio principle would have to be located at some unspecified location upstream from MT (even though the basic subunits in these models are usually based on V1 neuron properties). This same argument can be applied to any other biologically based models that attempt to derive a velocity estimate from basic spatiotemporal filters (e.g., Perrone, 1990; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) .
Speed tuning
2.2.1. Tiling spatiotemporal frequency space Fig. 1b represents another method for registering the orientation of the edge spectrum; i.e., to tile the frequency space with a number of spatiotemporal frequency filters and to use the relative outputs of the different filters to detect/measure the line orientation. A number of models have used this 'tiling' strategy (Ascher & Grzywacz, 2000; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990; Heeger, 1987; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) . Fig. 1b shows the A directional filter (T ) will respond to one direction of movement only. A non-directional filter (S) responds best to static edges (0 Hz) and cannot differentiate between leftwards and rightward motion. However the speed of the edge can be found from the ratio of the T and S filter outputs. (b) Speed estimation scheme based on many tightly tuned spatiotemporal filters. (c) Precise speed estimation using a filter that is oriented in spatiotemporal frequency space. Such a filter can be constructed from the two filters shown in (a).
situation for the speed determination part of these models (direction will be discussed below). Some of these models specifically try to derive the image speed (Ascher & Grzywacz, 2000; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990) by determining the actual slope of the line and so are subject to the same criticism regarding MT speed tuning directed at the ratio models above. However the remaining models develop sensors that are velocity tuned. By combining the weighted outputs from a number of filters, a motion sensor can be constructed which responds selectivity to a particular image speed. Although the final sensor ends up with tuning properties similar to some MT neurons (see Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) , the filter tiling mechanism for achieving these properties is open to criticism. Whereas most of the ratio models described above use just two filters, these multifilter schemes rely on many tightly tuned filters to register the line orientation. These 'tiling' models cannot be complete accounts of the V1-MT stage of motion processing because of the nature of the spatiotemporal filters they require in order for them to work efficiently.
The filters shown in Fig. 1a are based on the properties of V1 neurons. The 'static' type is based on V1 non-directional neuron properties and the motion type is based on V1 directionally selective neuron properties (see Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The filters used in the spatiotemporal energy models (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) have been shown to provide a good account of V1 complex neuron properties (Emerson, Bergen, & Adelson, 1992) . The reason many of the ratio type models limited themselves to just two spatiotemporal filters (static and motion) is that psychophysical evidence has consistently supported the idea that there are just two (or at most) three temporal 'channels' in human vision (Anderson & Burr, 1985; Hammett & Smith, 1992; Hess & Snowden, 1992; Mandler & Makous, 1984) . The temporal tuning of the V1 neurons tends to be either low-pass or broadly bandpass (Foster, Gaska, Nagler, & Pollen, 1985; Hawken, Shapley, & Grosof, 1996) . In addition, the spectral receptive fields of the V1 neurons tend to be separable within a quadrant, i.e., the peak spatial frequency tuning tends to remain constant as the temporal frequency is changed (Foster et al., 1985; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975) . These properties are lacking from the spatiotemporal filters used in motion sensor models designed to localize the spectral plane of moving objects by tiling the frequency space (Ascher & Grzywacz, 2000; Grzywacz & Yuille, 1990; Heeger, 1987; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) .
The filters in these models are tightly tuned to a wide range of temporal frequencies (see Fig. 1b ) and/or are one quadrant inseparable in frequency space. In order to register the orientations of the spectra from many different edge speeds, the frequency space would need to be tiled with many tightly tuned filters, spanning a wide range of peak temporal frequency tuning values. The V1 neurons that have been investigated up to this time cannot provide this feature.
Oriented filters in frequency space
There is another method by which the visual system could isolate the orientation of the spectrum produced by a moving edge and to achieve speed tuning. In the same way that oriented filters are used in the space domain to respond selectively to a line (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) , a filter that is elongated and oriented in frequency space would be effective for edge speed detection. It has been suggested that such a filter could be generated from a single spatiotemporal filter based on the 'motion energy model' (Priebe, Cassanello, & Lisberger, 2003) . However this scheme requires physiologically implausible filters to work and is built on the unconventional idea that energy models are analogues of MT neuron processing (rather than V1 neuron processing). It is not possible to construct a single motion energy filter oriented in the spatiotemporal frequency domain while maintaining concordance with V1 neuron properties. However, Perrone and Thiele (2002) have proposed a method by which just two spatiotemporal filters (based on V1 neuron properties) can be combined to produce such an oriented filter.
By combining the outputs of two spatiotemporal filters--one non-directional (referred to as 'sustained') and another directional type ('transient')-- Perrone and Thiele (2002) presented a 'weighted intersection mechanism' (WIM) that produces an elongated and oriented filter in the spatiotemporal frequency domain. This mechanism enables two filters with broad temporal tuning (one low-pass and the other band-pass as in Fig.  1a ) to be converted into a filter with tight temporal frequency tuning and an orientation that maps onto the oriented spectra generated by moving edges. These filters are well designed for discriminating the edge spectra from slightly differing edge speeds (see dark and light lines in Fig. 1c ). Perrone and Thiele (2002) also showed that the speed tuning property of such a WIM filter is comparable to that found in many MT neurons. Their analysis was restricted to the speed tuning properties of the filter only however and they did not discuss the direction tuning of their motion sensor.
Detecting the direction of moving objects
The depiction of the spectrum of a moving edge shown in Fig. 1 is designed to emphasise the speed component of a moving object. However the velocity of a 2-D object in an image also has a direction component and the Fourier spectrum of this moving object actually occupies a plane in ðu x ; u y ; xÞ space which passes through the origin (Watson & Ahumada, 1983) . Determining the velocity of the object amounts to finding the orientation of its spectral plane. A moving feature such as a single extended edge has only one orientation and so its velocity is ambiguous (we cannot determine the orientation of the plane from a single line). This is known as the 'aperture problem' and it represents a formidable challenge in the determination of image velocity (see Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Hildreth, 1990; Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi, & Newsome, 1983; Wallach, 1976) .
2.3.1. One-step estimation of speed and direction Some motion models based on the frequency space tiling method (e.g., Heeger, 1987; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) , attempt to estimate/register the orientation of the spectral plane directly by using a 3-D cluster of spatiotemporal filters, i.e., by tiling the frequency space in all three dimensions ðu x ; u y ; xÞ. Special velocity tuned sensors can be generated in this way by combining the weighted outputs from selective clusters of filters tiling the 3-D frequency space. However the models proposed by Heeger and Simoncelli (1987, 1998) , rely on physiologically unrealistic spatiotemporal filters. These models purport to use filters based on V1 neuron properties, but as mentioned above, they actually depart from the physiology in significant ways (e.g., separability and temporal frequency tuning). As we shall see below, it is this 'violation' of the neuron properties that enables these models to estimate the image velocity directly using a '1-step' process. If we assume that V1 neurons are being used as the input stage to velocity estimation, then this forces us to introduce an intermediate step.
Two-stage velocity estimation
Very early on in the developmental history of theoretical motion models, it was recognized that twodimensional patterns require a special type of analyser that is capable of combining information from a number of different edge orientations in the stimulus (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Albright, 1984; Fennema & Thompson, 1979; Movshon et al., 1983) . As long as the pattern has components containing at least two different orientations, it is possible to determine the correct overall motion of the pattern (see Fig. 2a ). A single orientation leads to the aperture problem discussed above.
Neural models of this process (e.g., Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Albright, 1984; Movshon et al., 1983) start with '1-D' component cells and combine their outputs to produce a 'pattern cell' that responds selectively to the correct overall motion of the pattern (see Fig. 2b ). These 'pattern cells' have been associated with a class of MT neuron that respond to the overall motion of a pattern (e.g., the sum of two sinewave gratings at different orientations), not the direction of the individual components (Movshon et al., 1983) . Another class of MT neurons can only register the component directions of the patterns and have been labelled 'component' type (Movshon et al., 1983) . When a number of different orientations are present, the moving pattern has a spectrum that falls on a plane in spatiotemporal frequency space and the different component units enable the orientation of this plane to be determined. There is psychophysical evidence confirming that the human visual system has adopted a mechanism that explicitly localizes the spectral plane (Schrater, Knill, & Simoncelli, 2000) .
Some motion models have attempted to implement the 'pattern' type of mechanism using component units that are based on spatiotemporal energy models, i.e., a V1-like neuron (e.g., Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) . The generation of a pattern selective unit from component units requires a reasonable amount of selectivity for speed at the component stage. For example, if the pattern unit is tuned to 10°/s in a rightward (0°) direction and we are sampling direction in 30°steps, the components need to be tuned to 10°/s, 8.7°/s, 5°/s and 0°/s (i.e., V cos h, where h ¼ À90°, )60°, )30°, 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°). This example is illustrated in Fig. 2b and it shows that the optimal speed tuning of the component units need to differ by only a few deg/s in some cases. Given that V1 neurons are not speed tuned and that they possess broad temporal frequency tuning (Foster et al., 1985; Hawken et al., 1996) , they do not make good candidates for the component units of a pattern detector. Heeger (1987) and Simoncelli and Heeger (1998) get around this by using 'V1 neurons' in their models with very tight temporal frequency tuning. This embellishes them with a type of pseudo speed tuning suitable for the componentto-pattern direction mechanism. However it weakens their status as models of V1-MT neuron processing. This same criticism applies to the Hough transform methods used in the motion model proposed by Sereno (1993) and by Kawakami and Okamoto (1996) . The pattern motion estimation schemes in these models require precise velocity estimates at the directionally selective complex cell (V1?) stage.
Two stage velocity estimation using WIM sensors
An alternative approach is to first develop good speed tuning in a 'first-stage' motion sensor, and to then use these sensors as component units in a pattern detector. The model proposed by Perrone and Thiele (2002) enables speed tuned units to be constructed from V1-like inputs. In this paper, I use these units as the basis of the pattern sensors. It is a three-step process (V1 fi WIM fi MT) for measuring 2-D pattern motion which develops speed tuning first, independently of direction tuning and then uses these speed tuned WIM sensors to measure pattern motion. In spatiotemporal frequency space, the spectral plane of the moving feature is being isolated through the use of narrowly tuned 'speed sensitive' filters rather than broadly tuned spatiotemporal 'energy' filters. This is the main distinguishing feature of the motion sensor model I develop in this paper and earlier models of MT neuron pattern motion processing (Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) .
The role of the motion sensors
An important question that needs to be addressed in the development of a motion sensor is how is it going to be used? As mentioned above, many motion sensors have been developed which were designed to output a metrical readout of image velocity at particular places in an image. An individual sensor at position ðx; yÞ in the image outputs a velocity vector ð_ x; _ yÞ which can be used to generate a velocity vector flow field. This is not the intended role of the motion sensor being developed in this paper. The motion sensor I am proposing is designed to be speed and direction tuned in the same way the MT neurons are tuned. The fact that individual MT neurons are velocity tuned does not diminish their usefulness in higher level tasks such as self-motion or depth estimation and the concept of 'tuning' is fundamental to a number of mechanisms designed to extract such information (Perrone, 2001) .
The aim of this current paper is to emulate the speed and direction tuning found in MT neurons and to develop a sensor that can be used with image sequences. Specifically the sensors are intended to be used as inputs to the MST-like self-motion analysers that we have previously developed (Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994) . It is not my intention to model all of the known properties of MT neurons but rather a select subset that I believe are an integral part of the process of recovering information about one's movement through the environment.
Detecting full-field uniform motion
In the context of self-motion estimation, there are actually two distinct requirements when it comes to the 2-D motion sensor properties. For detecting full-field motion generated by observer eye/body rotation (e.g., Perrone, 1992) , the requirement is for a sensor that is tuned to a broad range of spatial frequencies. This is because the speed of image motion generated during eye/head rotation is uncorrelated with the distance of objects in the world (Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980) . Perspective projection of the environment onto the retina results in near objects appearing larger than far objects of the same physical size and so large (low spatial frequency) features will have the same speed as small (high spatial frequency) features during rotations. In order to register the speed of the image motion, the motion sensor needs to be selective for speed, but should be reasonably tolerant of differences in spatial frequency content.
For detecting the direction of rotation, the requirements of the 2-D motion sensor are actually quite modest. This is because over large areas of the visual field, the image motion generated by eye/head rotation is largely uni-directional (lamellar flow). As long as there are a range of edge orientations present in the scene, the direction and speed of rotation can be detected by a 'global' pattern detecting system that uses the component sensor outputs from over the whole field. For example, if the large circles in Fig. 2b represents the full visual field, then the component units would represent MT component neurons and the unit summing the output would be an MST neuron. The direction and speed of rotation would be determined by the MST unit firing the most (see Perrone, 1992) . The 2-D sensor only needs to signal the component of motion in its local area of the visual field and it needs to be able to respond to a broad range of spatial frequencies. I will refer to this type of 2-D motion sensor as a 'Type I' sensor rather than as a 'component' sensor to avoid confusion with the component nature of the WIM sensors used to construct them.
Detecting motion generated by observer translation
The requirements for analysing the image motion generated by translation of the observer are quite different from those outlined above for rotation detection. To begin with, the retinal image speed of objects in the environment is a function of the object's distance from the eye. Near (large and low spatial frequency) features tend to be moving faster than far (small and high spatial frequency) features. The extraction of relative depth from self-motion through the environment could therefore be aided by motion sensors that are sensitive to these spatial frequency differences. There is evidence that humans capitalize on this extra source of information for processing motion in depth (Beverley & Regan, 1983; Schrater, Knill, & Simoncelli, 2001) .
Observer translation through the environment generates multi-directional image motion that tends to be radial but can also take on a wide range of other complex patterns depending on the gaze direction and whether or not eye/head rotation is also occurring. We have previously proposed special detector networks (self-motion estimation templates) that are tuned to these different full-field 'optic flow' motion patterns (Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994) . They are modelled on MST neuron properties (Perrone & Stone, 1998) and use MT neurons as their input. In order to correctly determine heading direction using these selfmotion estimation templates, each template must be able to discriminate between often very similar optic flow patterns. It is therefore important that the 2-D motion sensors that form part of the heading templates are capable of correctly registering the direction of image motion. They need to be capable of overcoming the aperture problem in a relatively local area of the visual field and have the properties of MT 'pattern' neurons (see Fig. 2 ). I will refer to this 2nd type of 2-D sensor as Type II.
I will now develop these two types of motion sensors using the basic WIM sensor as a sub-unit. The theory underlying the WIM sensor can be found in a paper by Perrone and Thiele (2002) . This theoretical model used V1 neuron amplitude response functions to demonstrate how speed tuning in MT neurons could occur. However this model was based on properties of neurons in the spatiotemporal frequency domain and so the space domain properties of the model are not apparent. This current paper overcomes this limitation and describes the practical implementation of the MT-like motion sensors and how the actual spatial filters making up the sensors can be generated. I test the model sensors for basic response properties such as speed and direction tuning and compare them against MT neuron properties.
Two-dimensional image-based motion sensors

Construction of the first-stage component motion sensors
The first-stage sensor is designed to be maximally responsive to motion in the direction orthogonal to edges and to be tightly speed tuned. This sensor is based on the theoretical considerations outlined by Perrone and Thiele in their WIM model. Readers are directed to the original paper for a detailed account of this model (Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The first step in the assembly of a WIM sensor requires the construction of two spatiotemporal energy filters based on V1 'complex' neurons; one with sustained (lowpass) temporal frequency tuning (S), the other with transient (band-pass) temporal frequency tuning (T ). The basic principles for how these motion energy filters can be constructed has been outlined previously (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Bruce et al., 1996; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . For the linear stage of the motion energy filters I follow the design plan laid out by Watson and Ahumada (1985) . The filters are built up from separate temporal and spatial functions (described below).
Temporal filters
The equation used to model the temporal frequency sensitivity of the V1 energy units is given in the Appendix A (see Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2)) and typical functions for the sustained and transient neurons are plotted in Fig. 3a . These amplitude response functions are then inverse Fourier transformed to produce the time domain, impulse response functions for the model V1 neurons. Because the motion sensor is intended to be used with actual image sequences, a sampled (digital) version of this function is also depicted for 16 frame input sequences. Fig. 3b and c depicts the impulse response functions for both sustained and transient V1 neuron types. Also shown in Fig. 3c (dotted line) is the even (quadrature version) of the transient function generated by taking the Hilbert transform of the odd transient function (see Watson & Ahumada, 1985 , and Appendix A). Fig. 4 shows typical S and T 1-D spatial filters in the frequency domain and space domain. The function used to model these filters is the difference of difference of Gaussians with separation (d-DOG-s), previously used by Hawken and Parker (1987) to fit their V1 data. The spatial units are in pixels to reflect the fact that the motion sensor is designed to be used with digital images. For the particular model parameters used to generate the figure (see Appendix A), the 64 pixels corresponds to 1.6°of visual angle.
One-dimensional spatial filters
Two-dimensional spatial filters
Until now, spatial frequency ðuÞ has only been discussed in one dimension. However in order to analyse motion in two dimensional images, we need to consider spatial frequency as a two-dimensional vector ðu x ; u y Þ. The d-DOG-s function only describes one dimension ðxÞ of the spatial filters. In order to turn these into 2-D filters, the function is multiplied in the y direction (prior to rotation) by a Gaussian function. The spread of this Gaussian is tied to the width of the d-DOG-s function and also controlled by an aspect ratio parameter (see Appendix A). Rotated versions of the filters are used for motion in other directions. In the description of the construction of the model that follows, it will always be assumed that the moving edge or feature is oriented parallel to the main axis of the 2-D filters. References to spatial frequency, u, should be taken to indicate that is it being measured along the axis 90°to the orientation of the filters.
Spatiotemporal motion energy filters
Horizontal slices ðx; tÞ through the ðx; y; tÞ movie defining the spatiotemporal sustained filters (even and odd) are plotted in Fig. 5a and b.
The odd and even space-time plots (x-t slice) for the transient spatiotemporal filters are shown in Fig. 5c and d. It has been shown that this type of 'motion energy' model is a good representation of V1 complex cell behaviour (Emerson et al., 1992) . There are other methods of constructing these V1-like spatiotemporal receptive fields that do not start with linear filters (Livingstone, 1998; Rao & Ballard, 1997) . I am not explicitly concerned with the stages prior to V1 and everything from the retina to the complex V1 neuron stage is being treated as 'black-box'. The main requirement is that the sustained and transient spatiotemporal filters have spatial and temporal frequency response properties that match those commonly found in V1 neurons (e.g., Foster et al., 1985; Hawken & Parker, 1987; Hawken et al., 1996) . The key test is whether or not these filters respond to a range of spatial and temporal frequencies in the same manner as V1 neurons. Given that the filters were constructed from amplitude response functions based on actual V1 data and given the predominately linear filtering involved, it is not surprising to see that the model S and T energy filters respond to moving sine wave grating patterns in the same way that V1 neurons do (see Fig 6) .
This figure shows the energy output of the two spatiotemporal filters (S and T ) in response to moving sinewave gratings of different spatial and temporal frequencies. The filters were implemented in digital form and convolved with 16 frame 2-D motion sequences (256 · 256 pixels) containing the sinewave gratings. It should be apparent that these two digital spatiotemporal filters have response properties that closely match the spatial and temporal frequency tuning of V1 neurons (Foster et al., 1985; Hawken & Parker, 1987; Hawken et al., 1996) .
The development of the spatiotemporal motion energy filters above is not novel and the theory behind these filters has been developed by others (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . What is unique in the above treatment is that the spatial frequency tuning of the transient energy filter differs in a special way from that of the sustained filter (see Appendix A). The use of d-DOG-s functions to model the spatial frequency tuning in an energy model is relatively unique (see Hawken & Parker, 1987) . Most treatments use the simpler Gabor function (Daugman, 1985) or the derivative of a Gaussian (Young, 1987) . However we have shown previously that by manipulating the spatial frequency tuning function of the transient filter relative to that of the sustained unit (only achievable with a complex function such as the d-DOG-s), it is possible to cause the two amplitude response functions (T and S) to intersect along a line that is oriented in spatiotemporal frequency space (Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The angle of the line of overlap corresponds to a particular edge speed and this is how we achieve speed tuning in our motion sensor. For example, if merged, the two distributions shown in matches that of the filters, then the S and T filters will respond the same to all spatial and temporal frequency combinations ðu i ; x i Þ such that v ¼ x i =u i . The next step in building the first-stage motion sensor is to cause the sensor to respond maximally whenever an image feature moves at speed v across the S and T filters.
The basic WIM sensor
The output from the two V1-like spatiotemporal motion energy filters (S and T ) is combined using the following equation:
The response of the WIM sensor to different spatial and temporal frequency combinations ðu; xÞ is given by the right hand side of the equation, where S and T are the energy responses of the sustained and transient spatiotemporal V1-like filters to ðu; xÞ. The remaining terms ða; dÞ are constants that change the shape of the 'spectral receptive field' of the WIM sensor, i.e., its pattern of responses to a range of spatial and temporal frequencies (see Fig. 7 in Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The a term controls the range of spatial frequencies that cause the sensor to respond. Larger values broaden the range. The logarithm term in the numerator is also designed to broaden the spatial frequency response, but may be omitted if a more localized (in frequency space) response is required. The d term controls the tightness of the speed tuning response of the sensor and it can also be used to control the gain of the response (e.g., for contrast normalization). The denominator of Eq.
(1) reaches a minimum ðdÞ whenever the S and T outputs are equal, i.e., the output of the WIM sensor is maximal when both S and T units are generating the same energy output. Because of the special way the S and T filters are constructed (see above), the response of the WIM sensor will be maximal for spatial and temporal frequency combinations given by v ¼ x=u, (i.e., for those frequencies falling along the line of intersection of the two distributions shown in Fig. 6 ). Since a moving edge has a spectrum of slope equal to x=u, the sensor will respond maximally to an edge of a particular orientation and a particular speed v.
The operations required in the WIM sensor algorithm (Eq. (1)) are not beyond the scope of biological systems. For example, the logarithm transform can be achieved through the use of positive feedback loops and the absolute operation can be mimicked using the maximum of two inputs, one based on Log T À Log S and the other based on Log S À Log T . The precise scheme for implementing the WIM algorithm in a physiologically plausible way remains to be determined but the main requirement of such a mechanism is that a large output is generated whenever the S and T neurons are firing at the same rate. There are obviously a number of different ways of achieving this requirement, but we have found that for modelling purposes, Eq. (1) currently provides the best fit to the existing data (Perrone & Thiele, 2002) .
Properties of the first-stage motion sensor
Some of the basic properties of the WIM sensor have already been outlined by Perrone and Thiele (2002) . However these were limited to frequency domain manipulations which did not require 2-D space domain filters. Here I examine the properties of the sensors when they are tested with actual two-dimensional moving images.
Speed tuning
In order for the WIM sensor to be used as a component unit in a pattern motion sensor, it needs to be selective for image speed. I therefore tested the WIM sensor using moving bars (20 pixels wide) at speeds of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 pixels/frame. Under the assumption that the 256 wide pixel image subtends 6.4°o f visual angle, the above speeds can be converted directly into their deg/s equivalents. I will continue reporting speeds in pixels/frame however to reflect the fact that the model is being tested using digital images. The 8 frame version of the filters was used for this test.
The average response of the WIM sensor at pixel location (128, 128) was calculated over the eight frames and the speed tuning curves for a number of different sensors (tuned to different speeds) are plotted in Fig. 7 . They have been normalized to the peak for each curve. The bandwidth (full width at half height) was made to match those of MT neurons ($2.7 octaves) by adjusting the d parameter in Eq. (1) to a value of 0.27.
Comparison with existing data from MT (Felleman & Kaas, 1984; Lagae et al., 1993; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983b; Perrone & Thiele, 2001; Rodman & Albright, 1987) shows that the WIM sensor has very similar speed tuning properties to neurons in primate MT and that the speed selectivity is adequate for their suggested role in pattern motion detecting units.
The problem of spatial size
The test results in Fig. 7 show that the WIM sensors match one of the fundamental properties (speed tuning) of MT neurons. However the sensors cannot be considered as direct counterparts of MT component neurons. The most obvious anomaly concerns the relative sizes of the MT neuron and model WIM filter 'receptive fields'. The WIM sensor spatial filters will only occupy an area as large as the underlying S and T spatiotemporal filters. This means that the 'receptive field' size of a WIM sensor will only be as large as the V1 neurons represented by the S and T filters. The size of the filters will be a function of the speed tuning of the WIM unit, but it will never exceed that of the largest V1 complex neuron receptive field. The upshot of this is that the WIM filters are too small relative to MT neuron receptive fields because MT neurons receptive fields tend to be approximately 10 times as large as V1 receptive fields (Albright & Desimone, 1987) .
The problem of the relative sizes of the different WIM sensors becomes especially apparent when we consider the putative roles of the different 2-D sensors outlined in Section 3. A Type I sensor needs to be able to register the speed and direction of the image motion generated during observer rotation. However this scheme will not work if sensors tuned to different speeds are of different sizes. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 8a .
This figure shows the output across space of a number of WIM sensors in response to an edge moving at 1 pixel/frame. Even though the WIM sensor tuned to 8 pixels/frame is responding less at the current location of the edge, it is generating the most output at locations away from the edge position simply because of the large size of its 'receptive field'. A system that attempts to find the maximum response at particular locations in the visual field will be confounded by such spatial effects. An obvious way around this is to sample the image more finely with small sensors than with large sensors and a 'pyramid' sampling scheme (Burt & Adelson, 1983) has been incorporated into the design of the 2nd stage motion sensors described below.
Construction of the second stage motion sensors
Given the WIM sensor building blocks described above, the aim is to now construct two types of motion sensors. Both types need to be speed tuned, but one type needs to be relatively insensitive to the spatial frequency content of the stimulus and it should respond maximally to edges oriented parallel to the orientation of its underlying filters. The other type needs to be more selective for spatial frequency and it should respond maximally to the correct overall direction of a moving pattern (not its component directions).
Type I
The Type I sensors are required to respond to a wide range of spatial frequencies. It is possible to extend the spatial frequency response range of a WIM sensor by increasing the value of the a parameter (see Eq. (1)). However this can only be increased so far before the selectivity of the sensor drops (see Fig. 7c in Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . A better way to increase the spatial frequency range of the Type I sensor is to include WIM sub-units that are tuned to a range of different spatial frequencies.
The spatial frequency tuning of a WIM sensor is set initially by the peak spatial frequency tuning of the sustained spatiotemporal filter. The spatial frequency tuning of the transient filter is then adjusted accordingly to set up the required peak speed tuning v. However the mechanism that sets up this speed tuning is constrained to a certain extent by the temporal frequency tuning of the two spatiotemporal filters. There is a natural limit as to how high a speed can be set, given a particular peak spatial frequency ðu 0 Þ. A Type I sensor is set up to include a range of WIM sensors tuned to different spatial frequencies, but whether or not a particular unit is included is set by the following rule: include u 0 if u 0 < 12=v. For the simulations reported in this paper, each Type I sensor was constrained to a peak speed tuning drawn from the set {1, 2, 4 or 8 pixels/frame} such that the peak spatial frequency tuning of the underlying WIM sensors is (0.625, 1.25, 2.5 and 5.0 cycles/deg) for a 1 p/f sensor; (0.625, 1.25, 2.5 cycles/deg) for a 2 p/f sensor; (0.625, 1.25 cycles/deg) for a 4 p/f sensor and (0.625 cycles/deg) for an 8 p/f sensor. Hereafter I will refer to the different peak spatial frequency tunings as spatial 'channels' within the Type I sensor. Each WIM sub-unit is tuned for the direction that matches the direction tuning of the Type I sensor.
To get around the spatial extent problem outlined above, the filters in the high frequency channels are spatially sampled more finely than the low frequency units (see Appendix A). This layout sets up a type of 'pyramid' structure (Burt & Adelson, 1983 ) on a base measuring 64 · 64 pixels. The final output of the Type I sensor is simply found by summing the activity across the different channels and across the different (xpos i , ypos i ) locations making up the receptive field of the sensor. The inclusion of the pyramid sampling scheme into the Type I sensors solves the spatial extent problem. Fig. 8b shows the output of four Type I sensors (tuned to 1, 2, 4 and 8 p/f) in response to the same 1 p/f edge used in Fig. 8a . Any scheme trying to find the maximum response across a set of such sensors (e.g., Perrone, 1992) will now successfully sample the correct speed output.
Type II
The overall plan for the design of a Type II (pattern) motion sensor is shown in Fig. 2 and it requires a number of speed and direction tuned motion sensors that respond selectively to the various oriented edge components making up a moving object. However because the Type II sensors are intended to be used in selfmotion estimation detectors tuned to translation of the observer, the overall sensor should be reasonably sensitive to the spatial frequency content of the moving feature. The relative depth of objects in the scene can be discerned from their image speed once heading has been determined (Perrone & Stone, 1994) but this process could be aided if the sensors are not only tuned for speed, but also for spatial frequency (since fast moving objects tend to be closer to the eye). Therefore the WIM sub-units making up the Type II sensor are all tuned to the same spatial frequency (unlike the units in the Type I sensor described above).
Once again the spatial sampling the WIM sensor subunits making up the Type II sensor is set so that it is proportional to the size (spatial frequency tuning) of the WIM sensor (see Appendix A). The 'receptive field' size of the sensor extends over a 64 · 64 pixel area. This sampling scheme gets around the spatial extent problem outlined above and ensures that all Type II sensors are on an 'equal footing' irrespective of their speed or spatial frequency tuning. A similar result (not shown) to Fig. 8b was obtained when the Type II sensors were tested.
The fact that the Type II sensors include WIM subunits that are distributed across space also helps in their role as pattern motion detectors. Because the shape of an object can take many forms, the different edge orientations can occur anywhere within the receptive field of the Type II sensor and so all of the component orientations making up the pattern detector have to be sampled at each location. Therefore in order to construct a Type II sensor tuned to speed v, direction h and peak spatial frequency u 0 , we incorporate at each location (xpos i , ypos i ), WIM sensors tuned to the following speeds (in pixels/frame) and directions (in degrees):
The final stage in the construction of the Type II sensors is the inclusion of a 'motion opponency' stage. This is implemented by adding a set of WIM sensors tuned to the five speeds described above for directions h, h À 30°, h þ 30°, h À 60°, h þ 60°, but tuned to the opposite direction, i.e., (h À 180°), (h À 60°), etc. Note that the two 'static' sensors tuned to 90°do not have opponent WIM units. The overall output of the Type II sensor is equal to the difference in activity between the positive and negative sets of WIM sub-units. The opponency stage was found to be an essential part of the Type II sensor design because of the broad directional tuning produced by the inclusion of so many WIM subunits. This completes the description of the construction of the two types of motion sensor. The next section describes their basic properties.
Testing the Types I and II motion sensors
Since the total activity of each of the sensor types is determined by linear summation of the activity from the underlying WIM sub-units, we would expect that many of the properties of the sensors will simply reflect those of the WIM sensors. The following tests were designed to probe and reveal any new properties that may result from integration of the WIM sensor activity across spatial frequency (Type I), direction (Type II) and space (both I and II).
Spatiotemporal frequency and speed tuning
We have previously demonstrated that MT neurons tend to have spectral receptive fields that are oriented (Perrone & Thiele, 2001 ) and the results of an extensive test series comparing MT spectral receptive field properties against WIM sensor responses can be found in Perrone and Thiele (2002) . For the simulations reported here, I report only on a selective set of tests which illustrate specific properties of the Types I and II sensor spectral receptive fields.
Digital image sequences consisting of 128 · 128 pixels in ðx; yÞ and eight frames in length ðtÞ, were used to represent the sensor filters and the stimulus input patterns. The input sequences were sinewave gratings, which included 30 combinations made up from six spatial (0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.4, 2.8, 5.6 cycles/deg) and five temporal (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 Hz) frequencies to match those used in the tests of MT neurons (Perrone & Thiele, 2001; Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The output of each type of sensor was averaged over the 8 frame sequence to reflect the 'steady-state' responses. The output of the sensor is in arbitrary units, but I am assuming that it is analogous to the firing rate in neurons--a large sensor output is meant to correspond to a high neuron firing rate. The mean responses to the 30 combinations of spatial and temporal frequencies have been plotted in contour plot form (reflecting the spectral receptive field of the sensor) in the left hand side of Fig. 9 . The sensors were also tested with moving bars (20 pixels wide) moving in the preferred direction of the sensor at a range of speeds (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 p/f). The results of these speed tuning tests are shown in the right hand side of Fig. 9 . Fig. 9a is for a Type I sensor tuned to 2 pixels/frame. Fig. 9b is the spectral receptive field for a Type II sensor tuned to 2 p/f and a spatial frequency of 2.5 cycles/deg. The two different plots demonstrate the difference in the spatial frequency response properties of the two different sensor types. The Type I unit is made up of a number of different 'channels' consisting of WIM units tuned to a range of spatial frequencies. We would expect this type of sensor to be best suited for analysing motion generated by eye/camera rotation where there is no correlation between image speed and spatial frequency content. On the other hand, the Type II sensor (Fig. 9b) is more localized in its spatial frequency tuning because each of the WIM units making up its pattern mechanism is tuned to the same spatial frequency. Both sensor types have similar speed tuning responses (Fig. 9a and b right hand side).
The spectral receptive fields shown in Fig. 9 are all consistent with those found in MT neurons (Perrone & Thiele, 2001; Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The results also show that it may be possible to distinguish MT component neurons from MT pattern neurons on the basis of their spectral receptive fields. We would expect pattern neurons to have a more localized response along the spatial frequency dimension. Fig. 9c shows the results for a Type I sensor tuned to 8 pixels/frame. Notice that in this type of plot, the 'orientation' of the spectral receptive field is not readily apparent. Priebe et al. (2003) analysed a number of MT neurons and adopted a more stringent criterion for evidence of speed tuning in MT neurons than that used by Perrone and Thiele (2001) . We were looking for any evidence of orientation in the spectral receptive fields of MT neurons because, up to that point, there were no published data supporting the idea that speed tuning could arise from a WIM-like process. On the other hand, Priebe et al., argued that in order for a neuron to be speed tuned, there should be strict independence between a neuron's speed preference and its spatial frequency tuning. They suggested that through a 'flaw' in our data analysis we had overestimated the number of MT neurons with oriented spectral receptive fields. They developed a measure of fit to their fields using a two-dimensional Gaussian on logarithmic axes that yielded a Q statistic. A value of 0 indicates that the neuron has speed tuning independent of spatial frequency (i.e., the spectral receptive field is oriented). A value of )1 indicates that the spatial and temporal frequency tunings of the neuron are independent (a non-oriented spectral receptive field). The Type I sensor in Fig. 9c yields a Q value of )0.787. If this sensor was an MT neuron in their sample, Priebe et al. (2003) would have classified it as being non-speed tuned. Yet the results with the moving bar shown in Fig. 9c clearly show that this sensor is speed tuned.
The simulation results show that the analysis of the spectral receptive fields of MT neurons can easily be prone to misinterpretation. The results depend on a number of factors including the range of spatial and temporal frequencies tested and the way the data are plotted. The new Types I and II sensors developed in this paper should enable a greater range of tests to be carried out to further investigate spatiotemporal frequency tuning and speed tuning in MT neurons. The modelling also indicates that complete independence of speed and spatial frequency tuning need not necessarily be the goal of the visual system (as assumed by Priebe et al.) . For some situations (when eye rotation occurs), speed-spatial frequency independence is beneficial for motion analysis but for other cases (observer translation) it is not particularly desirable. However, given that moving edges have a spectrum that is oriented in spatiotemporal frequency space, it should not be too surprising that MT neurons have developed spectral receptive fields that are oriented. The model simulations show that such oriented fields can be readily derived from common V1 neuron properties.
General direction tuning
There is a vast library of data on MT neuron properties and the bulk of it concerns their direction tuning properties. Here I simply report the results of what I consider to be key direction tests for any model motion sensor involved in self-motion processing. In order to serve their specified roles in self-motion estimation, the Type I and Type II sensors should possess a number of fundamental properties (see Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994) . I have already demonstrated that the new motion sensors have the speed tuning properties required for this role. I will now test to see if their direction tuning properties are adequate as well. Fig. 10a shows the re-plotted direction tuning curves for two MT neurons reported by (Albright, 1984) in response to a moving slit. We have previously used idealized versions of such curves in our heading template models (Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994) . Albright was the first to carry out some key tests on MT neuron direction tuning properties and he also classified his neurons into two broad classes (Type I or II) depending on a number of basic tests. These two classes map onto the 'component' and 'pattern' types described by Adelson and Movshon (1982) and Movshon et al. (1983) . Albright (1984) fitted a Gaussian function to his direction responses and obtained a mean tuning bandwidth (full width at half-height) of 83°for his Type I cells and 112°for his Type II cells. His overall mean (N ¼ 90) was 91°with a standard deviation of 35°. The tuning curves for the Type II cells were significantly broader than the Type I cells. Fig. 10b (left) shows the direction tuning curve for a Type I sensor tuned to 4 pixels/frame when the test stimulus was a slit (a white bar 20 pixels wide on black background) moving at the preferred speed of the sensor. The test sequences and model filters were all 256 · 256 pixels · 8 frames. The bandwidth for this sensor is 50°. Fig. 10b (right) shows the directional tuning curve for a Type II sensor tuned to 0°direction and a speed of 2 pixels/frame (spatial frequency tuning ¼ 2.5 cycle/ deg). It has a bandwidth of 136°. A range of bandwidths can be generated by varying the speed and spatial frequency tuning of the sensors. The tuning curves for the model sensors easily fit into the range of types found by (Albright, 1984) and others (Felleman & Kaas, 1984; Lagae et al., 1993; Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983b; Okamoto et al., 1999; Zeki, 1980) . The broader tuning of the Type II pattern sensors relative to the Type I component sensors is also consistent with what has been found in MT neurons and is not unexpected, given the underlying construction of the pattern units (see Fig. 2 ). Albright (1984) classified his MT neurons into Type I or Type II neurons according to the relationship between the neuron's optimal direction of motion and its optimal orientation tuning. For Type I neurons, the orientation preference was perpendicular to the preferred direction of motion. For Type II neurons, these two directions were parallel. Fig. 11 shows the result of testing Types I and II model sensors with a stationary slit (20 pixel wide white bar). The test movie sequences and model filters were 256 · 256 · 8 frames. The Type 1 sensor was tuned to 2 p/f and the Type II sensor was tuned to 2 p/f and 2 cycle/ deg spatial frequency (both were tuned to the 0°direc-tion). The output of the sensors was greatly reduced in response to the static slit (note different scale indicators on plots compared to those in Fig. 10 ), but the pattern of responses closely matched those found by Albright for his MT neurons. The presence of WIM sub-units tuned to a speed of 0 p/f and 90°direction in the Type II pattern sensors can account for their large response to stationary slits oriented parallel to the preferred motion direction. In heading estimation, the fact that edges in the scene have no motion orthogonal to their orientation is just as informative regarding the location of the focus of expansion (FOE) as 2-D motion that is radially expanding out from the FOE. Zero edge motion can act as a constraint on the possible heading direction and it should not be ignored. It is also interesting to note that because of their response to 'static features' that are oriented parallel to their preferred direction of motion, the Type II sensors should be sensitive to fast moving dots that create a 'motion streak' (Geisler, 1999) .
Stationary slits
The effect of non-optimal speeds upon direction tuning
Albright (1984) speed of the moving slit. He predicted bimodal tuning curves for slit speeds that were non-optimal for the neuron overall and reported that some of his Type II neurons had this property (but see Rodman & Albright, 1987) . Okamoto et al. (1999) verified the existence of bimodal direction tuning curves in their MT neuron population (see their Fig. 9D ). Fig. 12 shows the direction tuning responses of a Type II sensor when tested with a moving bar (20 pixels wide) at 4 p/f (Fig. 12a) and at 2 p/f (Fig. 12b) . The direction tuning of the sensor was 0°. The optimum speed tuning of the sensor was 4 p/f (spatial frequency tuning ¼ 1.25 cycle/deg). The tests were carried out using 256 · 256 · 8 frames sequences. The manifestation of bimodality at non-optimum speeds (and the static slit tests described above) is fundamental to the pattern motion detection mechanism (see Fig. 2 ) and shows that the Type II sensors are able to replicate this critical aspect of Type II MT neuron directional responses.
Responses to plaid stimuli
The theory of pattern motion detection and the expected responses of MT neurons to moving plaids have been clearly laid out by others (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Movshon et al., 1983) . The sum of two sinusoidal gratings separated by some angle will create a different distribution of direction responses in MT neurons designed to pick up the component motion from those designed to pick up pattern motion. In response to a plaid made up of two gratings separated by 135°, a component type neuron (Albright's Type I) will produce bimodal direction tuning curves with the peaks separated by approximately 135°. In these 'peak' directions, the component gratings of the plaid are moving in the preferred direction for the cell. For a pattern type neuron (Type II), the direction tuning curve for the plaid should be uni-modal with a peak direction corresponding to the main direction tuning of the cell (as judged by a moving slit) because the two plaid components are both optimally stimulating the component units (tuned to ±67.5°) making up the pattern neuron. Fig. 13 shows the results of testing a Type I model sensor (direction tuning ¼ 0°, speed tuning ¼ 4 p/f) with a plaid consisting of two gratings (spatial frequency ¼ 1.25 cycle/deg) separated by 135°. The speed of the individual gratings was 5.2 p/f, giving an overall plaid speed of 4 p/f. The test plaid sequences and model filters were all 256 · 256 · 8 frames. The Types I and II motion sensors clearly replicate the characteristic pattern of responses found by a number of MT researchers (e.g., Movshon et al., 1983) . Overall, the two sensor types exhibit the same basic speed and direction tuning properties exhibited by many MT neurons.
Discussion
I have shown how it is possible to construct a 2-D motion sensor starting with a pair of spatiotemporal filters with properties closely analogous to complex V1 neurons commonly found in primate cortex (Foster et al., 1985; Hawken & Parker, 1987; Hawken et al., 1996) . I have also shown that the new motion sensor has many properties in common with MT neurons (spatiotemporal frequency tuning, speed and direction tuning).
The model sensors can be tested with two-dimensional stimuli that closely match those used to test the neurons. This not only improves the tests with existing physiological data but it also increases the utility of the model as a predictive tool for future physiological studies. The model has already revealed that a possible means of distinguishing MT component and pattern neurons is to measure how localized their responses are along the spatial frequency dimension (see Section 5.1). Pattern neurons should respond to a smaller range of spatial frequencies than component neurons. The model can be used to determine the minimum number of spatial and temporal frequencies that need to be tested in order to reveal such differences (if they exist). 
Alternative models
Other models of V1-MT motion processing have been proposed (e.g., Grossberg, Mingolla, & Viswanathan, 2001; Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998) but the biggest difference between my approach and earlier attempts at MT modelling is the fact that I am proposing the existence of intermediate units with tight speed tuning (WIM sensors) in the V1-MT processing chain. I have argued that the construction of MT-like pattern units requires these intermediate units because the component-to-pattern computation is dependent upon the detection of small speed differences. Previous models have postulated that V1 neurons could fulfil this component role. However I would argue that their lack of speed tuning and their broad temporal frequency tuning excludes V1 neurons from this particular function. A simple combination of two V1 neuron types leads to an intermediate sensor (Perrone & Thiele, 2002) with the speed tuning properties required for pattern motion detection.
Another big difference between the motion sensor developed in this paper and previous attempts at motions sensor development is that my sensor is not designed to output a signal directly related to the image velocity. The underlying assumption behind many early motion detecting systems (e.g., Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Harris, 1986; Johnston et al., 1992 ) is that they need to deliver an estimate of the speed and direction of motion at each location (the velocity vector 'flow field'). From the outset, the motion sensor I have developed was designed to be speed and direction tuned, in the same way that MT neurons are tuned. On its own, a single Type I or Type II sensor cannot deliver the speed and direction of image motion passing over its 'receptive field'. However, as has been argued previously (Perrone, 2001) , the tuning properties of the sensors are perfectly suited for 'template' or 'matched filter' approaches to higher level motion processing tasks such as self-motion estimation or depth estimation (Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994) .
Two different roles for the motion sensors
Previous attempts at developing motion sensors have also not distinguished between the two types of roles that motion sensors can potentially fulfil. There are quite different requirements for a motion sensor designed to detect full field image motion generated during observer rotation and those designed to detect non-rigid object motion or image motion generated during observer self-motion. In the rotation case, the direction of motion tends to be uniform over the visual field (ignoring for now the edge effects resulting from a wide field of view) and the speed of image motion is not correlated with the distance of the objects in the field.
The 2-D motion sensors do not have to solve the aperture problem at a local level and it can be done at a later stage (e.g., MST). They do need to be able to compute speed across a wide range of spatial frequencies however. The Type I sensors I developed in this paper are designed to have these properties.
For non-rigid object motion and for motion generated during observer translation, the sensors must solve the aperture problem in a local region because the motion across the field is non-uniform in direction. For the extraction of object depth information, the sensors should be reasonably sensitive to the spatial frequency content of the moving patterns in order to capitalize on the inverse relationship between object distance and size. The Type II sensors were designed to have these properties.
The selection of the names 'Type I' and 'Type II' for my sensors was obviously not arbitrary and they were always intended to be close matches to the two classes of MT neurons proposed by Albright (1984) and by Movshon (1982,1983) . I have shown that the Types I and II sensors have very similar properties to the Type I (component) and Type II (pattern) MT neurons. The two sensor types were developed to fulfil two distinct roles to do with the type of image motion they will encounter. The fact that those putative roles lead to sensors with properties that map closely onto the two classes of MT neurons makes it tempting to speculate as to the evolution of these two neuron classes in primates. These two classes of neurons could have evolved because of their separate roles in uniform fullfield motion analysis (from eye/body rotation) and in non-rigid complex motion analysis (from observer translation).
Current scope of the model
The motion sensors were designed to be as close an analogue as possible to MT neurons so that they can be used as a 'front-end' to models of higher level motion processing (e.g., Perrone, 1992; Perrone & Stone, 1994) . Although it is the properties of the finished product that are important to this endeavour (do the sensors have features that match MT neuron properties?), the physiological plausibility of the overall system is also an important consideration. Great care was taken throughout the design of the sensors to ensure that the sub-units making up the sensor are based on known V1 neuron properties. Therefore the input stage and the sensors themselves are good models of the physiological units (V1 and MT) at least at a functional level. What is not currently very well specified is the locus of some of the mechanisms underlying the operation of the sensors. Although many of the WIM sensor steps (see Eq. (1)) could be implemented in a straightforward manner using 'standard' operations (e.g., the use of feedback to implement the log transformations), it is not clear whether or not these operations should be localized somewhere in the equivalent of the 'direct' pathway between V1 and MT (Movshon & Newsome, 1996) or in separate cortical areas altogether (V2 or V3?). These details need to be specified if the model is to be used to simulate the effects of lesions in striate cortex upon MT neuron responses (e.g., Rosa, Tweedale, & Elston, 2000) .
From the outset, the specifications of the motion sensors were constrained to a fairly limited range of properties (mainly speed and direction tuning) that were required for a specific intended usage (self-motion estimation). The fact that the resulting properties mapped very well onto a subset of MT neuron properties should not be taken to indicate that the Type I and II sensors are complete descriptions of MT neuron processing. The sensors have yet to be tested with more complex stimuli. They were not designed to account for the myriad of intriguing effects that have been noted with MT neurons such as their response to transparency and colour (Qian & Andersen, 1994; Stoner & Albright, 1992; Thiele, Dobkins, & Albright, 2001) ; surround effects (Allman, Miezin, & McGuinness, 1985; Xiao, Raiguel, Marcar, & Orban, 1998) ; the effects related to sub-regions of the MT receptive field (Britten & Heuer, 1999; Livingstone, Pack, & Born, 2001) ; the temporal development of pattern responses ); or microstimulation effects on MT (Salzman, Britten, & Newsome, 1990 ). An indication of the additional features required to model just one subset of these complex phenomena (motion integration and segmentation) can be found in the neural model proposed by Grossberg et al. (2001) .
Future potential
While limited in their general applicability, it is hoped that the sensors will still find many applications in motion research. In the simulations reported in this paper, the output of the sensors was averaged across the 8 frame input sequences. However the signal from the filters making up the sensors evolves gradually over time. This means that the model sensors can be used to simulate situations in which MT neuron response dynamics are critical such as smooth pursuit eyemovements, (Lisberger & Movshon, 1999; Perrone & Krauzlis, 2002) or the temporal development of pattern motion selectivity . As stated in Section 1, the new sensors will enable more realistic modelling to be carried out of higher level motion processing stages such as area MST. Simulation of MST neuron properties using velocity vector inputs (e.g., Perrone & Stone, 1998) is currently handicapped by the fact that the vectors cannot represent the spatial frequency content of the input imagery, nor the effect of extended edges (the aperture problem). The new sensors overcome these limitations and they can be used as the 2-D motion inputs (MT stage) to these MST models. The long-term aim is to eventually develop a physiologically realistic computational analogue of the V1-MT-MST motion pathway.
transformed. The odd (or quadrature) version of the transient function (dashed line in Fig. 1c ) was generated by taking the Hilbert transform of the function generated by Eq. (A.2), prior to the inverse Fourier transform step (see Watson & Ahumada, 1985) . The Hilbert transform is given byhðxÞ ¼ i sgnðxÞ and it converts even functions into odds and odds into evens.
Since these functions need to be used with digital images, discrete (sampled) versions of the functions are required. The sampling rate was set at 40 Hz ()20 to +19 Hz) and an 8 frame sequence was used for most of the simulations reported in this paper. With these settings, the 8 frame sequence extends over 250 ms with the temporal impulse response amplitudes returning to zero after about 200 ms (see Fig. 3b and c) .
A.1.2. Spatial filters (1-D versions)
The spatial frequency contrast sensitivity tuning of the sustained V1-like spatiotemporal filters was set using the following equation: (Hawken & Parker, 1987) . It generates the filter's output ðzÞ for each value of the stimulus spatial frequency ðuÞ measured in cycles/deg. The x terms are the space constants of the individual Gaussians making up the combined function with xc 1 and xc 2 controlling the size of the central part and xs 1 , xs 2 the surrounds of the DOGs. There is also a parameter to control the separation of the DOGs in the space domain, (S) and one that controls the symmetry of the overall spatial receptive field (g). The amplitudes of the Gaussians are set by ðA 1 ; A 2 ; A 3 ; A 4 Þ. The total number of parameters is reduced to nine by applying a constraint such that ðA 1 À A 2 Þ À ðA 3 À A 4 Þ ¼ 0. This follows Hawken and Parker's treatment and is based on their assumption that the combined sensitivity of all sub-regions of the receptive field sums to zero. A spatial filter of a specific peak spatial frequency ðu 0 Þ was generated by scaling the d-DOG-s size parameters provided by Hawken & Parker for their 3 cycle/deg cell (their Fig. 6a ) by a factor equal to u 0 =3. The parameter values for the spatial functions shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2a ) is generated by multiplying the above function by a ratio value Rðx i Þ, where Rðx i Þ is equal to jf sust ðx i Þj=jf trans ðx i Þj (see A.1 above). The value of x i is set by the spatial frequency value, u i , and the desired speed tuning of the final motion sensor, i.e., x i ¼ vu i (see Perrone & Thiele, 2002) . The two functions zðuÞ sust and zðuÞ trans are then inverse Fourier transformed to generate the space domain versions of the filters (see Fig. 4b ). Because spatial frequency amplitude response functions are used as a starting point for constructing the filters (see text), the phase of the resulting filters is set to zero and only even symmetric versions of the sustained functions are used in the simulations. In order to construct the odd version of the spatial filters (see Fig. 4c ), the two different spatial frequency functions (sust and trans) are Hilbert transformed (see above) prior to their conversion to the space domain.
A.1.3. Spatial filters (2-D versions)
In order to construct the two-dimensional versions of the spatial filters, the spatial frequency ðuÞ in the above equations is extended to two dimensions ðu x ; u y Þ such that u ¼ u x cos # þ u y sin # where h is the directional preference of the motion sensor. The 1-D spatial function (A.3) is multiplied in the y dimension by a Gaussian: GðuÞ ¼ rp expðÀðrpuÞ 2 Þ where u ¼ Àu x sin #þ u y cos # and r controls the aspect ratio of the spatial filter in two dimensions. The size of r was scaled in proportion to the peak spatial frequency tuning of the sustained spatial filter ðu 0 Þ. For all of the simulations, r was set to 0:7=u 0 . This multiplication by a Gaussian, generates 2-D versions of the filters in the frequency domain (rotated by angle h) which are then inverse Fourier transformed to give 2-D versions of the spatial filters. The units for the filter plots (Fig. 4) are given in pixels to reflect the fact that they are designed to be used with digital images. However based on the maximum spatial frequency used to carry out the Fourier transforms, (±20 cycle/deg) and the image size (256 · 256 pixels), the appropriate conversion factor (pixels to degrees) is 0.025 such that a 256 · 256 pixel image is equivalent to 6.4°· 6.4°. For some tests using spatially uniform patterns (e.g., gratings), a 128 · 128 sized image was used to speed up the computation time.
A.1.4. Spatiotemporal energy filters
The two-dimensional spatial filters are multiplied by the temporal impulse response functions described above to produce three-dimensional ðx; y; tÞ separable filters in the form of (256 · 256 · 8 frame) movies. To construct even sustained spatiotemporal filters, the even sustained spatial impulse response function (see dotted line in Fig. 4b ) is multiplied by the sustained temporal impulse response function (Fig. 3b) . The odd sustained function is formed from the odd spatial function (dotted line in Fig.  4c ) and the sustained temporal function (Fig. 3b again) . A slice through the ðx; y; tÞ movie at y ¼ 128 is shown in Fig. 5a for the even sustained spatiotemporal filter and Fig. 5b for the odd filter. For the transient spatiotemporal filters, four separate spatiotemporal functions are first generated (eveneven, oddodd, evenodd, oddeven) by the appropriate combination of even and odd transient spatial impulse response functions (see solid lines in Fig.  4b and c) and even and odd transient temporal impulse response functions (see Fig. 3c ). Using the plan outlined by Watson and Ahumada (1985) , the even spatiotemporal 'oriented' filters are made from the difference (eveneven ) oddodd) and the odd spatiotemporal filters from the sum (evenodd + oddeven) of the different separable impulse response functions. Slices through the ðx; y; tÞ movies for these spatiotemporal filters are shown in Fig. 5c and d. Each of these spatiotemporal filters (odd and even sustained and transient) are convolved with the input stimulus movie (also 256 · 256 · 8 frames) by converting both sequences into the Fourier domain and using standard FFT multiplication followed by an inverse FFT back to the space domain. The sustained 'energy' (Adelson & Bergen, 1985) across the image, is found by calculating S energy ¼ S Note that even though a square root operation could normally be applied to the energy calculation to keep the size of the S and T energy outputs manageable, it was found that the contrast response of the sensors was closer to those of MT neurons responses by not applying the square root. However this means that the S and T energy outputs need to be scaled appropriately before they are used in the WIM sensor calculations described below. The size of the S and T outputs will depend on the particular FFT routines being used but they can often be very large for high contrast images. In the simulations reported in this paper, the S and T energy outputs that were passed to the WIM sensors were scaled to fall in the 0-100 range.
A.2. The WIM sensor
Once the S and T energy has been calculated, the output of the WIM sensor is found by combining the S and T values at each ðx; yÞ location using Eq. (1) in the text. This is carried out for each of the input frames and a separate WIM output could be calculated to show the evolution of the output over time (Perrone & Krauzlis, 2002) . However for the simulations reported in this paper, the 'steady-state' WIM sensor output was used and this was found by averaging the WIM output across the 8 or 16 frames.
A.2.1. Pyramid sampling schemes for construction of Types I and II sensors For a given Type I sensor located at image position ðx; yÞ, the WIM sensors were located around ðx; yÞ at (xpos i , ypos i ) using the following rule: xpos i ¼ xstartþ nstep Â stepsize and ypos i ¼ ystart þ nstep Â stepsize, where xstart and ystart were equal to )16, )24, )28 and )30 pixels for the 0.625, 1.25, 2.5 and 5.0 cycle/deg channels respectively. The value of nstep was 3, 7, 15, and 31 for the different channels and stepsize was 16, 8, 4 and 2 pixels. However consideration must be given to the fact that a sensor consisting of more spatial frequency channels units (e.g., one tuned to 1°/s) will necessarily generate a larger output simply because of the greater number of WIM units feeding into it. Therefore the overall output of the Type I sensor needs to be normalized relative to how many channels it contains. A simple normalization rule (used in the simulations reported in this paper) is to divide the total output of the sensor by the total number of nsteps used across the different channels (e.g., 3 + 7 + 15 + 31) for a 1 p/f unit. This provides the appropriate amount of scaling required to take into account the number of WIM subunits.
For the simulations of the Type II sensors in this paper, the rule for determining the sampling stepsize (in pixels) was stepsize ¼ 5:0=u 0 , where u 0 is the peak spatial frequency tuning of the Type II sensor. The WIM subunits were located at positions (xpos i , ypos i ) and were spread out in a square arrangement around a given image location ðx; yÞ, to cover the range x AE ð32-stepsizeÞ and y AE ð32-stepsizeÞ. As with the Type I filters, a normalizing factor needs to be included to take into account the different number of sub-units feeding into the sensor. For the Type II tests, the output of the sensor was divided by the stepsize parameter described above (i.e., the scaling was proportional to the peak spatial frequency tuning of the sensor). Arbitrary scaling factors were used to bring the size of the Types I and II sensor outputs into line with the impulse/second firing rates typically recorded from MT neurons.
